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ABSTRACT 
We prove a representation theorem for Hausdorff locally convex (M)-lattices which are Dedekind 
a-complete, and whose topologies are order a-continuous and monotonically complete. These turn out 
to be the weighted spaces co(T, ~), defined in the paper for T ~ t3 and ~ C R~_. We also characterize the 
dual ofc0(T, ~),  as the space 11 (T, ~)  defined in the last section. The known representation (  co(T)) 
of Banach (M)-lattices with order continuous norm follows as a particular case. We obtain these results 
by first proving a new general isomorphism theorem, which seems to be of independent interest. Our 
notion of "monotonic topological completeness" i  weaker than the usual completeness and seems to be 
very convenient inthe framework of topological ordered vector spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
As for prerequisites, the reader is expected to be familiar with notions, basic 
properties, and some results on ordered vector spaces from [2-5,7]. 
By ordered topological vector space (OTVS*) we mean any partially ordered 
topological vector space. No connection between ordering and topology is as- 
sumed. 3 On the other hand, by topological ordered vector space (TOVS) we mean, 
as usual, any OTVS* with locally full topology. Following [2], we will use the 
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notation X~ for an OTVS* X with topology r. If two such spaces X~ and Y0 are 
isomorphic as OTVS* (algebraically, topologically, and as ordered sets), we will 
write this as X~ ~ Y0. The aim of this paper is to describe a class of locally convex 
(M)-lattices; these are TOVS and lattices, with the topology defined by a family of 
solid (M)-seminorms. Recall that a seminorm p defined on a vector lattice X is 
called an (M)-seminorm, if and only if 
p(x v y) = p(x) v p(y) for all x, y E X+. 
The seminorm p is said to be solid, if and only if 
[xl ~< lYl .~ p(x) <~ p(y) (x, y ~ X). 
For arbitrary set 
N T = 
co(T) = 
coo(T) = 
l°°(r) = 
T # 13, the function spaces 
{f l f : T ~ ]I~ is a function}, 
{f E R T I f - I (R  \ [-E, e]) is finite for every e > 0}, 
{f E RT I f - l (R  \ {0}) is finite}, 
{f  E R T I f  is bounded}, 
I P (T )={f  ER T E l f ( t ) lP  <oo} (p>0) ,  
toT  
are vector lattices (Riesz spaces in [4,7]) with respect to the pointwise ordering. We 
have the obvious inclusions 
coo(T) C lP(T) C co(T) C l~(T) C ~T. 
Definition 1. For any subset 7-( c R~_ satisfying the restriction 
(1) D h-'(io]) =13, 
h~ 
let us consider the vector space 
co(T,~) := {~ E ~i g I~ '~ C co(T)}. 
On co(T, 7-[) we consider the pointwise ordering, as well as the topology 0 defined 
by the family of solid (M)-seminorms (ll II h)h ~,  where 
II ]]h :c0(T, 7-/) -+ R+, II~Pllh = II~Phll~ = sup[~p(t)h(t) I. 
tET 
If needed, we can assume ~ to be directed upwards. Indeed, we have 
c0(r, = c0(r, : c0(r, 
where Hv denotes the set consisting of all pointwise supremums ofnonempty finite 
subsets of H, and I(7-/) c ~T is the ideal (normal subspace in [2]) generated by H. 
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Proposition 2. 
(i) co(T, 7-0 is a Hausdorff locally convex (M)-lattice and an ideal in j~ T (hence 
Dedekind complete). Also, co(T, 7-[) is an l~(T)-module containing coo(T). 
(ii) The topology 0 is complete and order continuous. 4 
(iii) For every ~p e co(T, ~)+, there exists an increasing net ((z~)~sa C coo(T)+, 
such that ~/~a 7za = ~P. For every such net, we have (0)-lim~sa ~ = 7t. 
(iv) I f  ~ C co(T)+, then R C I~(T)  C co(T, ~), and 1 • 1~ is a weak order unit 5 
in co(T, 7-/). 
Proof. The proof is routine. [] 
In the last section, Example 26 will deal with some particular spaces co(T, ~). 
2. MONOTONIC TOPOLOGICAL COMPLETENESS 
In this section we introduce the notion of "monotonic topological completeness". It 
is worth pointing out that a large amount of known results on TOVS still hold if we 
replace the usual topological completeness by monotonic ompleteness. 
Definition 3 (Monotonic ompleteness). Let X be an OTVS*. The topology r of 
X is said to be monotonically complete, if and only if every monotonic (r)-Cauchy 
net in X is (r)-convergent. In the same way we define monotonic a-completeness 
of the topology, by considering sequences instead of nets. 
Example 4. The vector space 
BV([0, 1]) ----- {x :[0, 1] ~ R Ix has bounded variation}, 
is a Dedekind complete lattice with respect to the usual ordering defined by the cone 
BV([0, 1])+ = {x : [0, 1] ~ ~+ Ix is increasing}. 
The supremum norm II IIo~ : BV([0, 1]) ~ ~+ is an (L)-norm, is order continuous 
and monotonically complete, but not complete. 
As the previous example shows, monotonic ompleteness of the topology is not 
equivalent to, but weaker than its usual completeness. 
Proposition 5. Let X be a metrizable OTVS*. The topology of X is monotonically 
complete, if and only if it is monotonically a-complete. 
Proof. We only need to prove the implication "¢=". According to the hypothesis, 
there is a quasinorm q : X ~ R+ defining the topology of X. Let (x~)~ca c X be 
4 Order continuous topology: for every increasing net xa ~" x, we have x~ --+ x topologically. 
5 Weak order unit: element u/> 0 with zero orthocomplement, that is, u ± := {x I u/x Ixl = 0} = {0}. 
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a monotonic (q)-Cauchy net. We can choose an increasing sequence (~n)n~N C A, 
such that 
1 
q(x,, - x,,,) < - 
n 
for all n/> 1 and ~i, 3,1/> 3,. 
Thus, (X~n)n~N C X is a monotonic (q)-Cauchy sequence. As q is monotonically 
a-complete, we have l imn--,~q(x,~ -x )  = 0 for some x ~ X. For all n/> 1 and 
3 >/3n, we have 
1 
q(x~ - x) <. q(x~ - x~ n) + q(x~, - x) <~ - + q(x~ - x). 
n 
This yields lim~A q(x~ - x) = 0. We conclude that q is monotonically or- 
complete. [] 
Proposition 6. Let X be a TOVS, with monotonically complete topology and 
closed positive cone. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) X & Dedekind ~r-complete, with order or-continuous topology, 
(b) X is Dedekind complete, with order continuous topology. 
Proof. We only need to prove (a) ~ (b). Let (xs)~eA C X be an upper bounded 
increasing net. We claim that (x~)~A is (r)-Cauchy in X, where r denotes the 
topology of X. On the contrary suppose that there is a neighborhood W ~ V(0), 
such that for every 3 ~ A, there exist 3% 3 I'/> 3, with xs, - xs,, 6 W. Let us choose 
a balanced full neighborhood W0 ~ V(0), such that W0 + Wo + W0 c W. Fix 3 E A. 
Choose 3 f, 8ii/> ~ as above and y(~)/> ,i, 8f,. We must have xy(~) - x~ ¢ W0. Indeed, 
x×(~) - x, E Wo would lead to 
xv - x~,, = (x×(~) - xs,,) + (x~, - x,) + (x~ - x×t~) ¢ W0 + W0 - Wo C W, 
a contradiction. We thus get the existence of a function y : A --~ A, such that 
y(3) > 3 and x×(,) - x, 6 Wo, for every 3 E A. Consequently, there is an increasing 
sequence (3n)n~r~ C A, such that x,n+ 1 - x,n ~ Wo for every n ~ N. According 
to the hypothesis (a), the upper bounded increasing sequence (x~)neN C X is 
(r)-convergent, and hence (r)-Cauchy, which is impossible. Our claim is proved. 
Since r is monotonically complete, we have (r)-lim, eA x, ---- x, for some x ~ X. As 
X+ is closed, we have x = V ,~,  x~. We conclude that (b) holds. [] 
3. A GENERAL ISOMORPHISM THEOREM 
The isomorphism theorem from this section was inspired by some parts of the 
proofs of several representation theorems for Banach lattices. This theorem together 
with a result from [6] (restated here as Theorem 17) are the most important 
ingredients of the representation theorem from Section 4. We first introduce a 
density notion that fits well with monotonic ompleteness. 
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Definition 7 (Monotonic density). Let Xr be a directed OTVS*. A vector sub- 
space G C X is said to be monotonically (r)-dense (or top-dense), if and only if the 
following two conditions hold: 
(i) G+ is (r)-dense in X+. 
(ii) If Xo c X is a vector subspace containing G and all limits of (r)-convergent 
monotonic nets from X0, then X0 = X. 
In the same way we define cr-monotonic top-density of a vector subspace, by 
considering sequences instead of nets. 
Let us observe that a monotonically (r)-dense subspace G is necessarily 
(r)-dense, because G D G contains all limits of (r)-convergent ets from G, and 
consequently, G = X. Since our notion of monotonic top-density is somewhat 
encrypted, we next clarify its relation with some more intuitive conditions, which 
are stronger but also easier to be checked. Proposition 9 will point out a special 
case when monotonic top-density reduces to the usual topological density. 
Proposition 8. Let Xr be a directed OTVS*. For a vector subspace G C X, let us 
consider the following conditions: 
(a+) Every element of X+ is the ( r )-limit of an increasing net from G +. 
(a_) Every element of X+ is the ( r )-limit of a decreasing net from G +. 
(b) Every element of X+ is the (r)-limit of a monotonic net from G+. 
(c) Every element of X+ is the (r)-limit of a sum (~ + ~)aeA of monotonic 
( r )-Cauchy nets from G +. 
(c') Every element of X+ is the (r)-limit of a "cross-sum" (~8 + ~z)(~,~)ezx×^ of 
monotonic ( r )-Cauchy nets from G +. 
(d) G is monotonically (r)-dense in X. 
(e) G+ is (r)-dense in X+, and there is no proper vector subspace Xo C X 
containing G and all limits of (r)-convergent sums (~ + ~8)8cA of monotonic 
(r)-Cauchy nets from Xo. 
We have (a±) =~ (b) =:~ (c) ¢~ (c') =* (e) and (b) =* (d) =* (e). I fX is monotonically 
(r)-complete, then (d) ¢~ (e). The same implications hold between the correspond- 
ing sequential conditions. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. [] 
Proposition 9. Let Xr 
following statements are 
conditions): 
be a topological attice. 6 For any ideal G C X, the 
equivalent (as well as the corresponding sequential 
6 According to the usual terminology, this also means that the topology r is locally solid. 
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(i) G is monotonically (r)-dense in X. 
(ii) G+ is (r)-dense in X+. 
(iii) G is (r)-dense in X. 
(a+) The condition (a+ )from Proposition 8 holds. 
Proof. The implications (a+) =~ (i) =~(ii) =¢, (iii) are immediate. In order to 
prove (iii) =:~ (a+), let us fix x • X+. By (iii), choose a net (~)sc,x C G, with 
(r ) - l im~A~ =x.  Set x~ := (0 v ~) Ax • G+ for every ~ • A. As the lattice 
operations are (r)-continuous on X, we have (r)-lim~A x~ = x. Let ~- denote the 
set of all nonempty finite subsets F C A. Set XF := V~eF x~ • G+ for every F • 5 v. 
Obviously, the net (XF)Fc:~ C G+ is increasing. Since x~ <<. XF <~ x whenever 
{3} C F • ~,  it follows that (r)- limFe~- XF = X. We thus conclude that he condition 
(a+) holds. [] 
We can now give some concrete xamples of monotonically (r)-dense subspaces. 
Example 10 (Top-dense subspaces). On the following vector spaces we consider 
the usual ordering. 
(i) In (C([0, 1 ]), II II ~), the vector subspace of all polynomial functions restricted 
to [0, 1] is cr-monotonically top-dense. 
(ii) If T is a locally compact space, then the ideal Cc(T) is a-monotonically top- 
dense in (C~(T), II I[~). In particular, so is coo(T) in (co(T), II I1~) for any set 
T¢O.  
(iii) Let (T, T, #) be a measurable space and let p • [1, c~[. Then in (LP(/z), II lip), 
the vector sublattice of all classes of #-integrable step functions is a- 
monotonically top-dense. In particular, so is the ideal coo(T) in (IP(T), II lip) 
for any set T :~ 13. 
(iv) For a measurable space (T, T,/z) with/z(T) < c~, let us consider the space 
M0z) of all classes of/z-measurable functions, endowed with the quasinorm 
q(~)  = fz Ix(/)l d/z(t). Then the vector sublattice of all classes (with respect 
to the equality a.e.) of #-measurable step functions is a-monotonically top- 
dense in (M(#), q). 
(v) For any set T # 13, the ideal coo(T) C •r is monotonically top-dense with 
respect to the product opology on R r. 
For all five above monotonic top-densities atleast one of the conditions (a+) (or 
the sequential versions) from Proposition 8 holds. Nonetheless, even for a vector 
sublattice of a normed lattice it is possible that both conditions (a4-) fail, but the 
sequential version of (b) holds: 
Example 11. On the vector lattice X = C([0, 1]), let us consider the topology r
defined by the solid (M)-norm Ilxll = maxt~[0,1] Itx(t)l. Then the vector sublattice 
G := {x • X Ix(0) = x(1)} is a-monotonically top-dense in (X, II II). More precisely, 
for every x • X we have: 
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(i) If x(1) < x(0), then no decreasing net in G is (r)-convergent to x, but 
(r)-l im,~oox, = x for the increasing sequence (x,),~N c G defined by 
Xn(t) = x(t) A (x(1) + nt). 
(ii) If x(1) > x(0), then no increasing net in G is (r)-convergent to x, but 
(r)-limn~oox, = x for the decreasing sequence (x,),eN c G defined by 
Xn(t) --x(t) v (x(1) -n t ) .  
Theorem 12 (Isomorphism). Let X~ and Yn be directed OTVS*, with closed 
positive cones and monotonically complete topologies. I f  Gr ~- H n for some 
monotonically top-dense vector subspaces G C X and H C Y, then X~ ~_ Yo. 
Proof. According to the hypothesis, there exists an isomorphism U : Gr --+ H, of 
OTVS*. Let Y~ denote the completion of the topological vector space Y,. As G is 
(r)-dense in X, the isomorphism U extends uniquely to a continuous linear operator 
U" X --+ Y. We claim that U(X) c Y, and that U : X --+ Y is a positive operator. We 
have 
U(X+) = U(~+ ) C U(G+) = U(G+) = H+, 
where the last three closures are considered in Y,. Since H+ is 0/)-dense in Y+ and 
Y has a closed positive cone, it follows that 
(2) U(X+) N V C H-~ N V = V+. 
Obviously, G C ~- l  (y) C X. Let (x~)8~zx C ~-1 (y) be a (r)-convergent monotonic 
net, and let x := (r)-lima~a xa 6 X. By (2) we see that (Uxa)a~,x is a monotonic 
(r/)-Cauchy net in Y. As O is monotonically complete, this net (O-converges to 
some y 6 Y. It follows that 
Ux = (0)- lim Uxa = y 6 Y, 
36A 
hence that x 6 ~- l  (y). Since the subspace G is top-dense in X, we conclude that 
~- l (y )  = X, that is, U(X) C Y. Hence U(X+) C Y+, by (2). Our claim is proved. 
Applying all these arguments again for V = U -l : H~ ~ G~ shows that V extends 
uniquely to a positive continuous linear operator V : Y ~ X. For ~ 6 G we have 
VU~ = VU~ = ~, that is, (Ix - VU)]c =- O. But G is (T)-dense in X, and so 
U = Ix. Since in exactly the same way we get U V = Iv, we conclude that 
is an isomorphism of ordered topological vector spaces. [] 
Remark 13. The above theorem still holds if we replace monotonic ompleteness 
and top-density by the corresponding sequential conditions. 
Remark 14. Let Xr be a directed OTVS*, and let G C X be a vector subspace. 
If X is a lattice and G a sublattice of X, or if X satisfies the Riesz decomposition 
property and G+ is a full subset of X, then the set G~ := G n [0, x] is directed 
upwards for every x 6 X+. In this case, G~ can be viewed as a net in X. Thus, Gx 
may be (r)-convergent tox. 
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Corollary 15. Let Xr and Yo be OTVS*, which are lattices with closed positive 
cones and monotonically complete topologies. Assume that Gr ~- H o for some 
vector sublattices G C X and H C Y, such that 
x=(r ) - l imGx,  y=(rl)- l imHy, fo ra l lxEX+,  yEY+. 
Then Xr ~- Yo. 
Proof. The proof is immediate, by Proposition 8(a), Theorem 12, and Re- 
mark 14. [] 
Remark 16. The above corollary still holds if for one/both of the inclusions G C X 
and H C Y, say M C Z, we replace the condition "M sublattice of Z" by the 
alternative condition "M is an ideal in Z, which is directed upwards and has the 
Riesz decomposition property". 
4. REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
For the convenience of the reader we first repeat a needed theorem from [6] 
(a variant of it may be found in [1]). 
Theorem 17. Let Cc(T) denote the vector lattice of all real continuous functions 
with compact support, defined on a locally compact space T. Let us consider the 
sets 
ST := {a : T ~ I~+ I a is upper semicontinuous}, 
.A4T := {p : Co(T) --* ~+ [p is a solid (M)-seminorm}, 
endowed with the pointwise ordering. For every a ~ ST, define on Co(T) the solid 
( M)-seminorm 
Pa E MT,  Pa(f) = Ilafll~ = sup [a(t)f(t)[. 
tET 
We have the isomorphism of ordered sets 
: ST -+ .A4T, ~(a) = Pa. 
We can now state and prove our main results. The following two theorems 
characterize a class of locally convex (M)-lattices, with or without weak order unit. 
The known representation f Banach (M)-lattices with order continuous norm will 
follow as a particular case (Corollary 23). 
Theorem 18 (Representation, the "unit" case). Let X~ be a Hausdorff locally 
convex (M)-lattice. Assume that 
(a) the lattice X & Dedekind or-complete, with weak order unit, 
(b) the topology r is order or-continuous and monotonically complete. 
Then Xr ~- co ( T , ~)o, for some set T and some 7-( C co(T)+ satisfying (1). 
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Proof. By Proposition 6, the lattice X is Dedekind complete, with order continuous 
topology. Let 7 > be a family of solid (M)-seminorms defining the topology r of X, 
and let u 6 X be a weak order unit. Let us consider the ideal (hence, Dedekind 
complete sublattice of X) 
G :=I({u})= {x ~ Xl}xl ~< ~.u forsome~. 6R+}, 
endowed with the strong order unit norm Ilxllu = inf{~. ~ II~+ I txl ~ ~.u}. Applying 
the well known representation theorem of Kakutani (see [3, Theorem 4, p. 59], or 
[5, Theorem 7.4, p. 104]) to the Banach lattice (G, II Ilu), shows the existence of an 
isomorphism U : (G, II Ilu) ~ (C(K), II I1~) of normed lattices, for some compact 
topological space K. In particular, C(K) is Dedekind complete and Uu = 1 
C(K). For every p ~ 79, let us define 
~=poU -1 : C(K) --+ ~+. 
Each ~" is a solid (M)-seminorm. By Theorem 17, there exists an upper semicon- 
tinuous function gp E SK,  such that ff(~o) = II~0gpll~ for every ~o 6 C(K). We thus 
get 
(3) p(x)=p(Ux)=llUx'gplloo for every x 6 G. 
Let us consider 
~:=(p~)p~,  ~:={gplpE79}, T :=K\Ngp ' ({O} ),
p~7 9
and the locally convex topology ? defined on C(K) by the family ~ of seminorms. 
Since by (3), U : G~ ~ C(K)~ is an isomorphism of locally convex lattices, ~" is 
order continuous. 
Claim 1. T is a discrete dense subspace of K, and G c co(K)+. 
We first prove that T is discrete. For fixed upper semicontinuous oJ c SK, choose 
a decreasing net (~oa)~ca  C(K)+, such that w(t) = infs~a ~oa(t) for every t ~ K 
(pointwise infimum). Thus, 
(4) ~in~(qg~gp)(t) = (Oggp)(t) for all p 6 7 9, t 6 K. 
Since C(K)~ is a Dedekind complete vector lattice with ordercontinuous topology, 
for ~o :=/~ ~0a 6 C(K) we have (~)-lim~cA ~0~ = ~0, that is, 
unif. 
~O~gp > qggp for every p ~ 79. 
This and (4) yield Oggp = qggp for every p 6 79, that is, ogb- = ~o17". We also have 
0 ~< ~o ~< 09 in R/<. In particular, if oglK\~r = 0, then co = ~0 6 C(K). We thus have 
proved that 
Sx,T := {w c S~ I og(t) = 0 for every t c K \ T} C C(K), 
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hence that G c Sr, r  C C(K). For the characteristic function of any t 6 T, we have 
Xlt} e SK,T c C(K), and so {t} = Xff}l(]0, ee[) is an open subset of K. Therefore, 
T is a discrete subspace of K. 
We next show that G c co(K)+. For all gp ~ ~ and s > 0, the subset gpl ([e, cx~[) C 
T C K is compact (closed in K), and hence finite, since T is discrete. Therefore, 
G C co(K)+. 
From our claim, it remains to prove that T is dense in K. On the contrary, suppose 
that T ~ K. By Urysohn's theorem, choose ~o ~ C(K)+ \ {0}, such that ~olT --- 0. As 
P(q)) = Ilq)gp I [~ = 0 for every p ~ 7 9, we get q) = 0, a contradiction. Hence, T = K. 
Our claim is proved. 
Let us consider 
hp := gplT for every p E 79, 7-( := {hp l p ~ 79}. 
Obviously, 7-[ satisfies (1) and 7~ c co(T)+. 
Claim 2. We have Xr -~ co(T, 7-/)o. We will prove this by applying Theorem 12. 
Let us consider the vector space H := C(K)IT consisting of all restrictions to 
T of functions from C(K). We have H • 7-[ C l~(T)  • co(T) C co(T), and so H C 
co(T, 7-t). Define the linear operator 
U0 :Gr --+ 11o, UOX = (UX)IT. 
That U0 is onto follows from U(G) = C(K). Since for all p ~ 79 and x, y ~ G, we 
have 
IIUoxllhp = IIUox. hpll~ = IIUx . gpl[~ = p(x), 
Uo(x vy)  = (U(x VY))l r = (Ux V Uy)lr = UOX v UOy, 
we deduce that Uo is an isomorphism of locally convex lattices. As T is a 
discrete topological space, we see that coo(T) C C(K)IT = H. It follows that H 
is monotonically (0)-dense in co(T, ~),  since so is coo(T), by Proposition 2(iii). 
It remains to prove that G is monotonically (r)-dense in X. For fixed x E X+, the 
sequence (x A nu)n~N C G+ is increasing. As u is a weak order unit in X (which is 
Dedekind (a)-complete), we have VnEN(X A nu) = x. This yields ( r ) - l imn~(x  A 
nu) = x, since r is order a-continuous. Hence G is monotonically (r)-dense in X. 
Applying Theorem 12 finally shows that X~ ~- co(T, 7-[)0. [] 
Remark 19. In the above theorem, for a family 79 of solid (M)-seminorms defin- 
ing the topology of X, we obtain 7-/= {hp [ p ~ 7 ~} c co(T)+ and an isomorphism 
U : Xr ~ c0(T, 7-/)0, such that 
p(x) = IlUxllhp = IIUx" hpl[oo for all x ~ X, p ~ 7 ~. 
Similar comments will apply to Theorem 20, with ~ C R T. 
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Theorem 20 (Representation, general case). Let Xr be a Hausdorff locally 
convex (M)-lattice. Assume that 
(a) the lattice X is Dedekind cr-complete, 
(b) the topology r is order ~r-continuous and monotonically complete. 
Then Xr ~- co (T, ~)o, for some set T and some ~ C Rr+ satisfying (1). 
Proof. By Proposition 6, the lattice X is Dedekind complete, with order continuous 
topology. Let 7 ~ be a family of solid (M)-seminorms defining the topology r of X. 
By Zorn's lemma, choose a maximal orthogonal subset E C X+ \ {0}. For each 
e 6 E, the projection band Xe := e ±± is a closed subspace of X, since the topology 
r is locally solid. Thus, Xe satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 18. Hence there is 
an isomorphism 
Ue : Xe ~ co(Te, ~-~e), 
for some set Te and some 7-~e = {hp,e IP ~ 7:'} C co(Te)+ satisfying (1), such that 
p(x) = IIUeX " hp,ell~ fo r  a l l x  E Xe, p E ~.  
(see also Remark 19). We can assume that all Te (e ~ E) are mutually disjoint sets 
(otherwise, we may replace ach Te by Te x {e}). Set 
eEE 
where each function hp is defined by its restrictions: hplTe = hp,e for every e E E. 
Claim. We have Xr ~- co(T, ~)o. We will prove this by applying Theorem 12. 
For function g ~ R re, we may define the extension ~ 6 R r, by ~'lre = g and 
~'[r\r~ -0 .  Set 
co(T, 7-Oe :=  {~I~P E co(Te, 7-ge) } = { ~r e co(T, 7-O l gr[T\Te --0} 
(e ¢ E), 
G:=~Xe,  n :=~co( r ,  7-~)e • 
ecE eeE 
Note that G and H are sublattices of X and co(T, 7-0, respectively. Define the linear 
operator 
U : Gr --+ Ho, Ux = Uex for all e E E, x E Xe. 
It is easily seen that U is an isomorphism of ordered vector spaces. Fix x E G. We 
have x = Ee6FXe for some finite subset F C E and some Xe ~ Xe (e ~ F). Thus, 
IXI : Z IXel = V ]xel' U x = E Uexe' IUxI = V fe(IXel)" 
eEF eEF eEF ecF 
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Consequently, for every p 6 7 9 we have 
IIUxll% = IIUx "hplloo = IllUx[ "hplloo = hp. V 
e~F oo 
= Vl[hp'ge(IXel) lloo= V]lhp,e'ge(lXel)]roo 
ecF eEF 
= V P(lXel)= p(V  IXel) = p(IxI)~-- p(x). 
e6F "e6F " 
It follows that U is an isomorphism of locally convex lattices. As coo(Te) C 
co(T, 7-t)e for every e ~ E, we have coo(T) C H. Hence, H is monotonically 
(0)-dense in co(T, 7-t), since so is coo(T). 
It remains to prove that G is monotonically (r)-dense in X. Fix x 6 X+. Let 
us consider the set or consisting of all nonempty finite subsets of E. For every 
F ~ O r, set XF := VeeF[e]x E G+. We thus get the increasing net (XF)FE ~ C G+. 
As X is Dedekind complete and the orthogonal subset E is maximal, we have 
VF~TXF = X. This yields (r)-limFe~:XF = x, since r is order continuous. Hence, 
G is monotonically (r)-dense in X. Applying Theorem 12 finally shows that 
Xr ~ co(T, 7-[)o. [] 
Corollary 21 (Representation, ormed case). Let (S, II II) be a normed (M)- 
lattice. Assume that 
(a) the lattice X is Dedekind a-complete, 
(b) the norm of X is order or-continuous and monotonically or-complete. 
Then (X, II II) • (co(T), II Iloo) as normed lattices, for some set T and some 7-t c R~_ 
satisfying (1). 
Proof. By Proposition 5, the norm of X is monotonically complete. By Theo- 
rem 20 and Remark 19, we have the isomorphism of normed lattices (X, II II) "" 
(co(T, {h}), II lib), for some set T and some h 6 ]K+ T, with h-1 ({0}) = 0. Since 
Vh:(c0(T,¢h ),ll Ifh)-' (c0(r),rPll ), 
is an isomorphism of normed lattices, the conclusion follows. [] 
Proposition 22. Let Xr be an OTVS* with closed positive cone. Assume the 
topology r is order continuous and monotonically complete. I f  a nonempty subset 
A C X is upper bounded and directed upwards, and if the set of its upper bounds is 
directed ownwards, then A converges and 
(r)- lim A = sup A. 
In particular, if X is a vector lattice, then it is Dedekind complete. 
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Proofi For subsets E, F C X, we may write E ~< F, if x ~< y for all x ~ E and 
y E F. We shall use notations uch as z ~< E or E ~< z (for z c X), with an obvious 
meaning. 
For A C X as in the hypothesis, let B denote the set of its upper bounds. Recall 
that upwards directed subsets of X may be considered as increasing nets. We claim 
that A is a (r)-Cauchy net. 
Fix a neighborhood W E V(0), and choose Wo E V(0), such that Wo - Wo c 
W. Let z/> A - B. We have A <~ B + z, which yields B + z C B. An obvious 
induction shows that for every n ~ N we have B + nz C B, that is, A <~ B + nz, or 
equivalent, n( -z )  <~ B - A C X+. Since X is Archimedean, we must have z ~> 0. We 
thus have proved that sup(A - B) = 0. The set A - B is directed upwards. As r is 
order continuous, we have (r)-lim(A - B) = 0. Therefore, there exist a ~ A, b E B, 
such that (A - B) n [a - b, 0] C Wo. For all al, a2 ~ A, with al, a2/> a, we have 
al - b, a2 - b ~ (A - B) M [a - b, 0] C Wo, and so al - a2 E Wo - Wo C W. Our claim 
is proved. Since the net A is increasing and (r)-Cauchy, and r is monotonically 
complete, there exists x = (r)-limA E A. As X+ is closed, we conclude that x = 
sup A. [] 
The following corollary is a slight improvement of the known representation 
theorem for Banach (M)-lattices with order continuous norm, since monotonic 
~r-completeness is required instead of the stronger classical (Banach) completeness. 
Corollary 23. Let (X, II II) be a normed (M)-lattice. Assume the norm of  X is 
order continuous and monotonically a-complete. Then (X, II II) ~- (c0(T), II I1~) as 
normed lattices, for  some set T. 
Proof. The proof is immediate, by Propositions 5 and 22, and Corollary 21. [] 
5. THE DUAL OF Co(T, 7-() o 
Let us consider T ~ 0 and an upwards directed subset 7~ C RT+ satisfying (1). Set 
11 (T, 7-/):-----II(T).~= {vh lv  e l l (T ) ,  h E 7-/}. 
Remark 24. l 1 (T, ~)  is an ideal in ~T,  and a l°°(T)-module containing coo(T). 
It is less obvious that ll(T, 7-/) is a vector space (the other properties are 
immediate). Let us show that y :-- etuh + [3vk ~ 11 (T, 7/) for or,/~ E ~, u, v 
l l(T), h, k ~ ~.  Choose g E ~,  with h, k ~< g. There exist r, s ~ l~(T) ,  such that 
h = rg, k = sg. Hence, F = (otur q- ~vs)g E l l (T) • 7-/= II(T, 7~). 
Theorem 25. We have the lattice isomorphism U : ll(T, 7-() --~ co(T, 7-[)~, defined 
by 
(uy)v  fo ra l l y  Ell(T, 7-L),~r 6co(T, 7-[), 
T 
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where #c : 2T --> [0, ~]  denotes the cardinal measure on T. 
Proof. We have divided the proof into two steps. 
Step 1. We first show that U is well defined and injective. Fix y = vh ~ l l(T, 7-/), 
with v ~ l l (T)  and h ~ 7/. For every 7z ~ c0(T, 70, we have yTz = v(hTz) ~ l l (T)  • 
co(T) C I l (T). Hence the integral exists and 
T T 
= Ilvllt~(r)ll~Pllh. 
It follows that Uy ~ co(T, 7~)~ for every y ~/1 (T, 7-~), that is, U is well defined. We 
see that U is linear. As coo(T) C co(T, 7-/), we have the equivalence 
(5) y~>0 in l l (T ,~)  ,', ',, Uy>~O i nco(T ,~)~.  
This shows that U is injective. 
Step 2. We next show that U is onto. To prove this, fix f ~ c0(T, 7-/)~. There exist 
a 6 R+ and h 6 7-/, such that I f0P) l  <~ otllTtllh for every ~p 6 co(T, 7-[). Define the 
map 
y : T -* JR, y(t) = f (x{t}) .  
Let us observe that 
(6) f ( cp)  = d#c 
T 
for every ~p 6 coo(T), 
since for F = supp~p, we have f(~p) = f (Y~scF qg(s)X{s}) = ~-~s~F y(s)~o(s) = 
iT (×~o) din. 
We now claim that y E l I (T, 7-[) and Uy = f .  On T we have ly(t)l = If(x{t})l <~ 
ot[lX{t}llh = ah(t), and so suppy c supph. Therefore, there exists v ~ I~ T, such 
that y = vh and suppv = supp y. Our claim will follow by (6), if we prove that v 
11 (T). As supp v = supp y, we have I vl = y w for some w ~ I~ T. For every nonempty 
finite subset F C supp v C supp h, by (6) we get 
f lvl d#c = f(×wXF)dm = f (wXF)  <~ ~llwXFllh 
F T 
= ~ll(hlwl)xFIl~ = oellxFIl~ = ~. 
This yields fsuppv Ivl d#c ~< or, that is, v ~ l l(T).  We thus get y = vh ~ l l(T, 7-t). 
As by (6), the functionals f, Uy c co(T, 7-[)~ coincide on coo(T), which is (0)- 
dense in co(T, 7"0, we conclude that f = Uy. That U is also an isomorphism of  
ordered vector spaces follows from (5). [] 
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Example 26. Let T 5~ 0. Then 
(i) For 7~ = coo(T)+, we have 
co(T, ~)  = ~T, l 1 (T, 7-/) = coo(T), 
and 0 is the pointwise convergence topology on ]1~ T . 
(ii) For 7-/= ~T, we have 
co(T, ~) = coo(T), 
ll(T, 7-/) = {q9 ~ II~ r I ~o-l(R \ {0}) is at most countable}. 
(iii) For 7-/= c0(T)+, we have 
co(T,~)=l°~(T), 11(T,~)=/I(T). 
(iv) For ~ = l°°(T)+, we have 
co(T,~)=co(T), ll(T,~)=/l(T), 
and 0 is the uniform convergence topology on co(T). 
(v) For ~ = IP(T)+ (p > 0), we have 
P 
co(T,~)=/~(T), / I (T ,~)=/~(T) .  
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